
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

thisoneisonus.org & theninhotline.net present

OCTOBER 30 2009 -- In the midst of their final Wave Goodbye tour in August 2009, Trent
Reznor and his band Nine Inch Nails surprised the fan community by performing their seminal
1994 album The Downward Spiral, in its entirety.

Aware of the excitement that would arise from this performance, Reznor originally planned
to professionally document the show for future release. However, following problems with the
venue's promoter, the shoot had to be abandoned. The band's unique open taping policy
remained intact, allowing fans to film the show themselves.

The following day, Pier-Philippe de Chevigny (known online as Ash512), previously known
in the community for his work with "This One Is On Us", proactively sourced footage to edit
into a live document. With over 10 High-Definition video sources, he assembled The Downward
Spiral : Live, a release that has been compared positively to professional outputs. Capturing the
raw feel of a live Nine Inch Nails performance, this share-alike DVD presents impressive video
and audio quality, to the extent that the band themselves have taken note. Rob Sheridan, Nine
Inch Nails' art director, commented :

"[...] we couldn't be happier with the way the fans have organized themselves and created some
truly impressive work. [This One Is On Us] has released a polished, edited, downloadable DVD
of the full Downward Spiral performance from Webster Hall. The entire thing has been
recorded, edited, and distributed entirely by fans, and it's the latest example of the amazing
things fans will do when their creativity isn't limited by outdated, misguided restrictions."
-nin.com, 10.23.09 "The Downward Spiral : Live at Webster Hall fan made DVD"

The release is available in a variety of formats, including standard DVD, 720p HD MP4
video (for XBOX 360, PS3, and computers) and iPhone video. The main feature point for this
release is hosted on www.theninhotline.net, a Nine Inch Nails news site born out of the same
community spirit.

theninhotline.net
thisoneisonus.org

For press inquiries, please contact : nintoiou@gmail.com
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"Visually it captures the chaos and beauty of Nine Inch Nails just as perfectly. This wasn’t half-
assed, and might as well have be sold in stores as an actual, professional DVD. Try not to get
goosebumps watching “Hurt”. - Norrel Blair, ScopeMag

"...with a click of a mouse and a little bit of bandwidth, you can relive those magic moments
forever" - Matt Schild, AVClub

"...you have a chance to own a piece of Nine Inch Nails history for free" - Woody, AZ Vibe

"Those downward spiral live videos are awesome. GREAT job. Check them out if you haven't
already" - @IlanRubin, Nine Inch Nails


